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How neurons form appropriately sized dendritic
fields to encounter their presynaptic partners is
poorly understood. The Drosophila medulla is orga-
nized in layers and columns and innervated by
medulla neuron dendrites and photoreceptor axons.
Here, we show that three types of medulla projec-
tion (Tm) neurons extend their dendrites in stereo-
typed directions and to distinct layers within a single
column for processing retinotopic information. In
contrast, the Dm8 amacrine neurons form a wide
dendritic field to receive 16 R7 photoreceptor in-
puts. R7- and R8-derived Activin selectively restricts
the dendritic fields of their respective postsynaptic
partners, Dm8 and Tm20, to the size appropriate for
their functions. Canonical Activin signaling promotes
dendritic terminationwithout affecting dendritic rout-
ing direction or layer. Tm20 neurons lacking Activin
signaling expanded their dendritic fields and aber-
rantly synapsed with neighboring photoreceptors.
We suggest that afferent-derived Activin regulates
the dendritic field size of their postsynaptic partners
to ensure appropriate synaptic partnership.
INTRODUCTION
Dendrites adapt stereotyped branchedmorphologies that corre-
late with their neuronal identity. The type-specific dendritic orga-
nization is a key determinant of synaptic connectivity and the
neural computation subserved by the dendrites (reviewed in
London and Ha¨usser, 2005). Theoretical analyses show that
the dendrites of pyramidal and Purkinje cells are organized to
maximize the connectivity repertoire at a given wiring cost and
that their drastically different dendritic morphologies are the830 Neuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.optimized solutions for the distinct arrangements of their presyn-
aptic partners (Wen et al., 2009). In the vertebrate retina, about
20 types of retinal ganglion cells and 30 types of amacrine
neurons have been identified based on morphologies: i.e., their
dendritic field size, branching complexity, and layer-specific
arborizations (Masland, 2012; Vo¨lgyi et al., 2009). These
dendritic properties determine the neurons’ functional receptive
field and, thus, the sampling and processing of visual signals in
the field.
Recent genetic studies, especially of the dendritic arborization
(da) sensory neurons in the fly peripheral nervous system and of
neurons in the mouse retina, have begun to unravel the mecha-
nisms of dendritic morphogenesis and routing. These studies
have shown that intrinsic mechanisms, such as cell-type-spe-
cific or graded expression of transcription factors, regulate
overall dendrite morphogenesis (reviewed in Jan and Jan,
2010). Extracellular cues, such as the Semaphorins, have
been shown to direct layer-specific dendritic arborization (Mat-
suoka et al., 2011). The homophilic immunoglobulin superfamily
proteins, such as Sidekicks, are expressed in distinct subsets of
retinal neurons to promote layer-specific arborization of den-
drites and synapse formation with the interneurons expressing
the same family members (Yamagata and Sanes, 2008).
Much less is known about how dendritic field size is regulated.
In the Drosophila da neurons, the Down syndrome cell adhesion
molecule (DSCAM) provides a mechanism to avoid overlapping
of dendrites from the same neurons (self-avoidance) and neigh-
boring neurons of the same type (tiling), via stochastic expres-
sion of splice variants that afford homotypic repulsive activity
(Matthews et al., 2007). Protocadherin Pcdhg isoforms carry
out functions analogous to those of DSCAM in cerebellar Pur-
kinje cells and the starburst amacrine neurons of the mouse
retina (Lefebvre et al., 2012). As mutual repulsion is most effec-
tive for tiling dendrites when the dendrites are confined to a
two-dimensional space (Han et al., 2012), additional mecha-
nisms likely exist to regulate the dendritic field size and to match
with presynaptic partners in three-dimensional (3D) space, such
as in the mammalian cortex.
Figure 1. Dendritic Morphologies and
Branching and Terminating Frequencies of
Three Types of Medulla Projection Neurons,
Tm2, Tm9, and Tm20
(A) A schematic illustration of the Drosophila visual
system, including the eye (Eye), and four optic
neuropils: lamina (La), medulla (Me), lobula (Lo), and
lobula plate (Lop). Three types of transmedulla (Tm)
neurons and one type of distal medulla (Dm) neu-
rons are shown. Tm2 (green), Tm9 (purple), and
Tm20 (light blue) extend their dendrites at different
medulla layers to receive inputs from their synaptic
partners, L2/4, L3, and R8 (magenta), respectively;
they project their axons to distinct lobula layers
(Lo2, Lo1, and Lo5, respectively). The wide-field
Dm8 amacrine neurons (orange) extend their den-
drites in layer M6 to receive inputs from R7 (red).
Distal and anterior (A) orientations are with respect
to the head.
(B and B0) Tm20 dendrites clustered in single col-
umns and show limited overlapping with neigh-
boring Tm20 dendrites. Tm20 neurons were labeled
stochastically by mCD8-GFP (green) and rCD2-
mCherry (red) and were visualized with anti-GFP
and anti-mCherry antibodies at the adult stage.
Axonal positions of two adjacent Tm20 are
marked with spheres. Photoreceptor axons were
visualized with the 24B10 antibody (blue) and are
marked with asterisks. (B) and (B0) show dorsal-
ventral and proximal-distal views, respectively.
Dorsal and anterior (A) directions are as indicated.
Scale bars, 20 mm in (B) and 4 mm in (B0).
(C–E0) The dendritic morphologies of three Tm
neurons, Tm2 in (C) and (C0), Tm9 in (D) and (D0 ), and
Tm20 in (E) and (E0), were revealed by the dual-view
imaging technique. Single Tm neurons were sto-
chastically labeled with the mCD8GFP marker
(green), using cell-specific-Gal4 drivers. Photore-
ceptor axons were visualized with the 24B10 anti-
body (red). Confocal images collected in two
orthogonal directions were deconvolved and com-
bined to form 3D stacks, and the neurites were
traced as shown in (C0), (D0), and (E0). The photo-
receptor axons in the cognate column are shown as
red filaments. Scale bar, 5 mm.
(F–F00 0) Box plots show four metrics for the dendritic
trees of wild-type Tm2, Tm9, and Tm20 neurons.
Tm20 neurons have more dendritic segments
(segment #, in F) than Tm2 and Tm9 do. The aver-
aged lengths of dendritic segments (segment
length average, in F0) for the three wild-type Tm
neurons are not significantly different. Tm20 and
Tm9 have larger dendritic trees than Tm2 neurons
do, as shown in (F00) and (F00 0). *p < 0.05, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test with Bonferroni correction.
(G and H) Kaplan-Meier estimates (S, y axis) of (G)
dendrite branching and (H) dendrite terminating
were plotted in logarithmic scale base 2, with respect to segment length (x axis). Thick and thin lines denote averages ± SDs. Tm2 (red), Tm9 (green),
and Tm20 (blue) shared similar dendrite branching and terminating frequencies for segments less than 4 mm.
Neuron
Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and LayersTo study dendritic development further, we chose to use the
Drosophila visual system, which is an excellent model for study-
ing axon guidance (Sanes and Zipursky, 2010; Melnattur and
Lee, 2011). The medulla, the largest neuropil of the optic lobe,
is organized in layers (M1–M10) and columns (Figure 1A;Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989), in a fashion reminiscent of the
mammalian visual cortex. All visual information received by pho-
toreceptors converges to the distal medulla (M1–M6): the axons
of narrow-spectrumR7 andR8 photoreceptors directly innervate
the M6 and M3 layers, respectively, while the lamina neuronNeuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 831
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Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and LayersL1–L3 relay information from the broad-spectrum R1–R6 photo-
receptors to multiple medulla layers. The terminals of the R7, R8,
and L1–L3 neurons that view a single point in visual space inner-
vate a single medulla column (Takemura et al., 2008), thereby
establishing a retinotopic pixel. Thus, the medulla columns
directly correspond to a functional visual field, an attribute
greatly facilitating structure-function studies.
Themedulla contains over 60morphologically distinct types of
neurons, each of which arborizes dendrites in different medulla
layers and has a characteristic receptive field size (Fischbach
and Dittrich, 1989). The projection neurons (called transmedulla
[Tm] neurons) project their axons to a higher visual center, the
lobula complex, while the intrinsic neurons, such as the wide-
field amacrine (Dm) neurons, provide interconnections among
columns and/or layers (Figure 1A). The presynaptic partners of
medulla neurons and their visual functions have been studied
extensively (Takemura et al., 2013). Tm2 neurons relay motion-
detection inputs from L2 and L4 neurons to the lobula (Takemura
et al., 2011), while Tm9 and Tm20 neurons relay chromatic infor-
mation from L3 and R8 to distinct lobula layers (Gao et al., 2008;
Karuppudurai and C.-H.L., unpublished data). The wide-field
Dm8 amacrine neurons pool inputs from about 16 UV-sensing
R7 photoreceptors and relay the information to the Tm5c neu-
rons, thereby enhancing UV sensitivity (Gao et al., 2008; Karup-
pudurai and C.-H.L., unpublished data). While considerable
progress has been made in understanding how axons of photo-
receptors and lamina neurons target different medulla layers and
their retinotopically appropriate columns, essentially nothing is
known about how the medulla neurons route their dendrites to
meet their appropriate presynaptic partners.
In this study, we investigated the routing of dendrites of me-
dulla neurons in 3D space. Using a dual-view imaging technique,
we reconstructed the dendritic arbors of three types of Tm
neurons: Tm2, Tm9, and Tm20. By registering dendritic traces
against a reference array of medulla columns, we identified
type-specific dendritic attributes. We further identified that Acti-
vin signaling regulates a specific aspect of dendritic patterning in
the projection neuron Tm20 and the wide-field amacrine neuron
Dm8. We showed that Activin derived from R7 and R8 photore-
ceptors acts instructively on their respective target neurons,
Dm8 and Tm20, to restrict their dendritic field to the size appro-
priate for the neurons’ functions.
RESULTS
Dual-View Imaging Reveals the Dendritic Morphologies
of Three Types of Transmedulla Neurons in 3D Space
To identify cell-type-specific drivers for labeling Tm2, Tm9, and
Tm20 neurons, we screened a collection of promoter-Gal4 lines
and further refined their expression patterns using the Split-Gal4
system (Figure S1 available online; for details, see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures; Luan et al., 2006). Using a flip-out ge-
netic mosaic method (Wong et al., 2002), we imaged single Tm2,
Tm9, and Tm20 neurons and confirmed their cell identities by
their stereotypic dendritic morphologies in the medulla (Figures
1C–1E0) and layer-specific termination of axons in the lobula
(data not shown), as described in a previous Golgi study (Fisch-
bach and Dittrich, 1989). The three Tm neurons were present in832 Neuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.most, if not all, columns and were therefore likely to be invariant
components of the columns. We further examined the dendritic
arbors of neurons of the same type in neighboring columns by
stochastically labeling neurons with GFP and mCherry (see
Experimental Procedures for details). This double-stochastic
labeling experiment revealed that the dendrites of individual neu-
rons cluster around a single pair of R7 and R8 photoreceptor
axons and showminor overlap with the dendrites of neighboring
neurons (Figure 1B0). These anatomical findings are consistent
with the idea that these neurons primarily process retinotopic
information within single medulla columns (Figures 1C–1E0) and
relay the information to distinct layers in a higher visual center,
the lobula (Figure 1A).
Analyzing dendritic morphologies of Tm neurons requires
imaging and tracing their complex dendritic arbors in three
dimensions; this is technically challenging with conventional
confocal microscopy, which has a low axial resolution (Fischer
et al., 2011). We therefore developed a dual-view imaging proce-
dure that uses image deconvolution and combination methods
to mitigate the axial distortion problem (Figure S2). Confocal
image stacks of single neurons were collected from two orthog-
onal directions, deconvolved, and then fused using a custom
software package to generate 3D images (Figure S2; see Exper-
imental Procedures for details). While the image resolution is
limited by diffraction, which precludes the measurement of den-
dritic calibers and of fine dendritic spikes (<0.2 mm), the resulting
images allowed reliable tracing of most dendritic arbors in 3D
(Figures S2D–S2E00 and S3A–S3C).
Morphometric AnalysesReveals Differences inDendrite
Branch Numbers and Tree Sizes
Using a semiautomatic tracing program, we constructed about
20 skeletonized dendritic trees for each neuronal type. Visual
inspection revealed that these dendritic traces recapitulated pre-
viously described morphological features (Figures 1C–1E0).
However, the detailed branching patterns varied greatly among
neurons of the same type (Figures S3A–S3C). To characterize
the dendritic patterns of Tm neurons, we calculated a set of stan-
dard dendritic metrics using L-measure, a neuromorphometric
analysis program (Scorcioni et al., 2008). The metrics obtained
provided limited statistical power to differentiate among these
three neuronal types. Tm20 neurons have, on average, more
dendritic segments than Tm2 and Tm9 neurons (Figure 1F),
which in part reflected the Tm20s’ larger dendritic trees (Figures
1F00–1F00 0). The other metrics, including average segment length,
local branching geometry, and global contraction and symmetry,
were comparable among the three types (Figures 1F0 and S3H–
S3O). We further analyzed the branching and terminating
frequencies based on a Kaplan-Meier nonparametric estimator
(KME; Kaplan and Meier, 1958; see Experimental Procedures
for details). The KME curves revealed that the logarithm of the
KME for branching and terminating was inversely correlated
with the branch lengths for all three Tm neuron types (Figures
1G and 1H). Thus, the branching and terminating frequencies
(as estimated by the first derivative of the KME curve) appeared
to be largely independent of the segment length. An exception
was a reduced termination frequency for the longer segments
(>4 mm) of Tm2, which was attributed to the long dendritic legs
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Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and Layersthat terminate in the M4–M5 layers. For dendritic segments of
0.5 to 4 mm, the branching/terminating frequencies for the
three types were similar: Tm2, 0.393/0.602; Tm9, 0.371/0.589;
and Tm20, 0.360/0.594 events per micrometer.
Registration to Reference Columns Reveals Type-
Specific Dendritic Attributes
Because typical morphometric analyses failed to differentiate
reliably among the dendritic patterns of the three Tm types, we
reasoned that the spatial relationship between the dendritic trees
and the medulla columns they reside in could contribute to the
type-specific dendritic attributes. To account for sample varia-
tions in size and orientation, we developed a landmark-based
registration method to standardize the dendritic patterns. First,
we modeled nine medulla columns as a rhombic array based
on the measurements of about 120 columns (Figures 2B and
S4A–S4E0) and stratified the distal medulla into seven layers
based on the terminals of L1, L2, L3, R8, and R7, as well as on
the anti-Connectin staining pattern (Figures S4F–S4J; Fischbach
and Dittrich, 1989). Second, we developed an automatic regis-
tration method that used photoreceptor axons as landmarks to
carry out affine and nonlinear registration of dendritic trees to
the reference column array (Figures 2B and 2C; see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures for details).
The registration of dendritic trees to the reference columns
revealed that different Tm neurons preferentially projected
dendrites to distinct medulla layers (Figures 3A–3B00), a feature
that has been used to differentiate medulla neuron types previ-
ously (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989). The layer matching of
medulla dendritic terminals with afferent terminals at least in
part reflects their connectivity with a few predominant presyn-
aptic partners (for example, L2 and L4 for Tm2). A pairwise com-
parison of dendritic traces of the same and different neuronal
types revealed that layer-specific termination of dendrites
was a strong metric for accurately classifying these Tm neurons
(Figure S5A).
Most important, examining the registered dendritic trees
revealed a number of dendritic attributes that eluded previous
analyses. First, with respect to their cognate column, the axons
of different Tm types are segregated along the posterior-anterior
axis: Tm2 and Tm9 axons extended along the posterior edge of
the column, and Tm20 axons extended at the anterior edge (Fig-
ure 2C0; SDs were 0.46 mm for Tm2, 0.63 mm for Tm9, and
0.62 mm for Tm20 at the M3a/M3b boundary). In contrast, the
axonal positions along the dorsal-ventral axis were highly vari-
able (SDs were 1.08 mm for Tm2, 1.18 mm for Tm9, and
2.18 mm for Tm20 at the M3a/M3b boundary). Second, dendrites
extended from the axons to innervate their cognate columns in
preferred planar orientations: Tm20 dendrites projected posteri-
orly, and Tm2 and Tm9 dendrites projected anteriorly (Figures
3C–3D00). The directions of dendritic planar projection thus corre-
latedwith the type-specific axonal locations. A pairwise compar-
ison of dendritic traces of the same and different neuronal types
revealed that determining the direction of planar projection of
dendrites was sufficient to differentiate Tm2 and Tm9 from
Tm20 (Figure S5B). Third, the dendritic terminals of all three
Tm types were confined in or close to their cognate columns in
essentially all layers (Figures 3E–3E00). This one-to-one corre-spondence between Tm neuron dendrites and medulla columns
is consistent with these neurons’ functions in receiving and
processing retinotopic information.
Canonical Activin Signaling Regulates Dendritic
Termination in Tm20 Neurons
To identify genes required for the proper dendritic patterning of
Tm neurons, we screened a collection of known mutations for
Tm20 dendritic morphological phenotypes and identified a
babo null mutation (babo9) (Zheng et al., 2003). The type I Acti-
vin/transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) receptor Baboon medi-
ates Activin signaling in R7 photoreceptor axons and cultured S2
cells (Ting et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2003). By using the MARCM
technique (mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker;
Lee and Luo, 1999), we generated wild-type and babo mutant
Tm20 clones and examined their dendritic patterns in adult ani-
mals. Unlike thewild-type, whose dendrites clustered around the
photoreceptor axons in their cognate column (0%defect [n = 78];
Figures 4A, 4A0, 5A, and 5A0), mutant Tm20 neurons extended
their dendrites laterally in the M3a layer and invaded neighboring
columns (Figures 4B, 4B0, 5B, and 5B0; 100% [n = 29] of babo52;
95.4% [n = 109] of babo9). Furthermore, the mutant dendritic
branches in the internal medulla M8 layer exhibited a similar
overextension phenotype (100% for both babo9 [n = 109] and
babo52 [n = 29]; Figures 4B and 4B0), suggesting that the lack
of Baboon and, hence, the inability to respond to Activin/
TGF-b signaling caused a global dendrite overextension pheno-
type in Tm20 neurons. Themorphological phenotype was limited
to dendrites, since the mutant Tm20s’ axons were correctly
targeted to the fifth layer of the lobula (data not shown).
Because the hs-Flp/MARCM technique generated random
mutant cells that included both Tm20 and non-Tm20 cells, it re-
mained formally possible that Baboon acts through neighboring
cells to affect Tm20 dendrite development indirectly. To test the
cell-autonomous function of Baboon in Tm20, we carried out the
reverse MARCM experiments (Lee et al., 2000) and found that
the wild-type Tm20 neurons that were presumably neighboring
the babo mutant cells exhibited no observable dendritic pheno-
types (0% [n = 79] of babo9; data not shown). Next, we carried
out transgene-mediated rescue experiments. Because the
Gal4 driver by itself is not active early enough for transgene
rescue, we therefore developed a concatenated split-LexA/
MARCM system in which the ubiquitous Actin-Gal4 driving the
rescue transgene and a GFP reporter in the MARCM mutant
clones is coupled with the split-LexA system to mark mutant
Tm20 clones with red fluorescent protein (RFP) (see Experi-
mental Procedures for details). Using this system, we found
that the transgene-mediated expression of the Baboon-A iso-
form fully rescued the babo9 dendritic phenotype of Tm20
(Figures 4E and 4E0; 0% defect, n = 66). Together, these results
indicated that the Activin/TGF-b receptor Baboon is cell autono-
mously required in Tm20 neurons for their proper dendritic
patterning.
To further characterize the dendritic phenotypes of babo
mutant Tm20, we carried out dual-view imaging and morpho-
metric analyses. We found that the babo9 mutant Tm20 neurons
had fewer segments, longer averaged segment lengths, and
larger dendritic trees, as compared with those of wild-typeNeuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 833
Figure 2. Registration and Standardization of Dendritic Trees
(A–B0) Schematic representations of the hexagonal ommatidial array in the eye (A) and the rhombic column array in themedulla (B) used for registration. In both the
eye and medulla, an equator (green dotted lines) forms a mirror-symmetry plane that divides the dorsal (D) and ventral (V) portions. (B) shows a proximal-distal
view of the medulla column array. (B 0) shows the medulla columns in the dorsal-ventral view. The terminals of L1 (orange), L2 (blue), and L3 (red) lamina neurons
and R7 photoreceptors were used to demarcate medulla layers M1/M5, M2, M3b, and M6, respectively. R7 (red) and R8 (purple) axons enter the medulla column
at the anterior-dorsal or posterior-dorsal sides (red dots labeled ‘‘p’’) and curve to themiddle of the columns in layersM3–M6 (labeled ‘‘m’’ and ‘‘o’’). A Tm2 neuron
is shown (green). icd, intercolumn distance. Distal (Dist), dorsal (D), and posterior (P) are as indicated.
(C and C0 ) The axonal positions of Tm2, Tm9, and Tm20 in the medulla columns are stereotypic. In (C), a registered Tm2 neuron and its cognate column (yellow
hexagon) are shown in 3D. Arrows mark the parental nodes in the M3a layer, where dendrites branched from the axon. In (C0), the skeletonized neurites of Tm2
(red), Tm9 (green), and Tm20 (blue) were registered to the reference columns, and the axonal positions at layer boundaries (M1/2/3a/3b/4/5/6) were plotted with
respect to the cognate columns (center yellow hexagons) in which their dendrites ramified. Tm2 and Tm9 axons were located at the posterior side of the column,
while Tm20 axons were at the anterior.
See also Figure S4.
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Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and Layersneurons (n = 20; Figures S3D–S3G). These results suggested
that babo mutations might affect the branching/terminating
properties of dendrites. The other metrics, including branching
geometry, global contraction, and symmetry, were comparable834 Neuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.between the wild-type and babo mutants (Figures S3H–S3O).
Kaplan-Meier estimates further revealed that the dendritic termi-
nating frequency of babomutant Tm20was significantly reduced
(0.431 events per micrometer), although the dendritic branching
Neuron
Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and Layersfrequency was only mildly affected (0.322 events per micro-
meter), as compared with wild-type (Figures 4F and 4G). Exam-
ining the registered dendritic trees revealed that the axonal
locations (data not shown) and the dendrite planar projection
patterns of babo mutant Tm20 are comparable to those of
wild-type (Figures 3D00 and 4J), while the percentage of dendritic
branches terminating in the M3a layers increased by approxi-
mately 12% (Figures 3B00 and 4H). Together, these results
indicated that the babo mutations reduced the dendrite termi-
nation frequency and mildly affected their distribution within
medulla layers.
The lateral extension of dendrites in multiple medulla layers
and the reduced dendrite termination frequency observed in
babo mutant Tm20 suggested the Activin/TGF-b signaling
pathway might have a global effect on these neurons’ dendritic
patterning. We therefore examined the involvement of dSmad2,
a transcription factor that is the substrate of Baboon and that, in
response to Activin, regulates transcription (Zheng et al., 2003;
Ng, 2008). We found that the dSmad2 null (dSmad2F4) mutant
Tm20 clones displayed essentially all the dendritic patterning
phenotypes seen in babo mutants, including the characteristic
lateral extension of dendrites in the M3a and M8 layers (Figures
4C and 4C0), reduced total segment numbers, increased average
segment lengths (Figures S3D and S3E), and reduced dendritic
termination frequency (0.488 events per micrometer; Figure 4G),
with respect to the wild-type.
To examine the possibility that the observed dendritic pheno-
types reflected cell-fate transformation, we examined the
expression of cell-type-specific transcription factors in wild-
type and mutant Tm20 neurons. A recent study revealed that a
temporally regulated transcription factor cascade drives the
development of diverse medulla neuronal types and that late-
stage neuroblasts expressing the transcription factor Sloppy
Paired or Dichaete give rise to Tm20 neurons, which express
the transcription factor Toy (Twin of eyeless) but not Dichaete
(Li et al., 2013). We found that babo mutant Tm20s, as well as
their wild-type controls, expressed Toy but not Dichaete (Fig-
ure S6), suggesting that they retained their normal cell fate.
Furthermore, both babo and dSmad2mutant Tm20 neurons tar-
geted their axons correctly to the Lo5 layer (data not shown).
Together, these results indicate that the canonical Activin/
TGF-b signaling pathway regulates dendritic patterning but not
cell fate or axonal targeting in Tm20 neurons.
Mutant Tm20 Neurons Devoid of Activin/TGF-b
Signaling Form Aberrant Synaptic Contacts with
Multiple Photoreceptors in the Neighboring Columns
Becausemutant Tm20neuronsdevoidofActivin/TGF-b signaling
exhibited expanded dendritic trees, we registered dendritic trees
to the reference columns and examined their dendritic receptive
field. As comparedwithwild-typewhosedendritic terminals clus-
tered with their cognate columns (Figures 5A, 5A0, and 5C), babo
mutant Tm20 neurons extended their dendrites into neighboring
columns (Figures 5B and 5B0), especially in the M2 and M3a
layers (Figure 5D). To determine whether the mutant dendrites
could potentially form aberrant synapses with neighboring pho-
toreceptors, we examined membrane contacts between Tm20
dendrites and photoreceptor axons using the GRASP (GFPreconstitution across synaptic partners) method (Feinberg
et al., 2008; Gordon and Scott, 2009). We expressed one mem-
brane-tethered split-GFP component (CD4::spGFP1-10) in sin-
gle-cell Tm20 MARCM clones and the other component
(CD4::spGFP11) in all photoreceptors and examined the native
fluorescence signals of the reconstituted GFP molecules at the
contact points. In wild-type, multiple strong GRASP signals
were detected at the apparent contacts between dendrites
and photoreceptor axons within their cognate columns in the
M1–M3 layers (100%, n = 29; Figures 5E, 5E0, and 5I), but no
fluorescence was seen with the expression of either split-GFP
component alone (data not shown). These findings are consistent
with serial electron microscopic reconstruction studies showing
that R8 presynaptic sites are distributed in layers M1–M3 (Take-
mura et al., 2008) and that each Tm20 receives direct synaptic
inputs from a single R8 photoreceptor within its cognate column
(Takemura et al., 2013). In about 31% of the wild-type cases,
weak GRASP signals were also detected with neighboring
photoreceptor axons in the posterior-equatorial columns, which
are likely GRASP artifacts. In sharp contrast, for all the babo
mutant Tm20 neurons, strong GRASP signals were detected
in the axons of neighboring photoreceptors (100%, n = 21), in
addition to those in their cognate columns, suggesting that the
mutant Tm20s formed aberrant synapses with neighboring
photoreceptors (Figures 5F and 5F0). Consistent with the ana-
lyses on the registered dendritic trees (Figures 5B0 and 5D), the
aberrant contacts were presentmost frequently in the two poste-
rior (posterior-dorsal and posterior-equatorial) columns (71.4%
and 47.6%, respectively; Figure 5J).
To determine whether these membrane contacts constituted
genuine synapses, we labeled R8 presynaptic sites with the
active zone marker Brp::mCherry and examined apparent con-
tacts between R8 axons and Tm20 dendrites by colocalization
(Figures 5G–5H00). We found that about 55% of the membrane
contacts (n = 135) between babo mutant Tm20 dendrites and
neighboring R8 axons colocalized with Brp::mCherry signals
(Figure 5J), suggesting that these contacts were on, or juxta-
posed to, R8’s presynaptic sites. In contrast, wild-type Tm20
dendrites made apparent contacts only with cognate R8 axons,
and about 69% of these contacts (n = 123) are juxtaposed to
Brp::mCherry punta (Figure 5I). Thus, the aberrant dendrites of
babomutant Tm20 neurons appeared to receive synaptic inputs
from multiple neighboring R8 photoreceptors, which resulted in
expanded receptive fields and distorted retinotopic maps.
Activin/TGF-b Signaling Restricts the Dendritic Field of
Wide-Field Dm8 Amacrine Neurons
We next examined the effect of Activin signaling on the dendritic
field of wide-field amacrine neurons, which extend dendrites in
two dimensions. We previously demonstrated that the wide-field
amacrine neuron Dm8 extends dendrites in the M6 layers, where
they receive direct synaptic inputs from approximately 16 R7
photoreceptors (Gao et al., 2008). Using the double-stochastic
GFP/RFP labeling method, we found that the dendrites of Dm8
neurons overlapped significantly with their neighbors (Figures
6A and 6B), consistent with our previous finding that a single
R7 photoreceptor provides synaptic inputs to multiple Dm8 neu-
rons (Gao et al., 2008). We next examined Dm8 dendriticNeuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 835
(legend on next page)
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throughout development, the Dm8 dendrites remained in close
proximity to R7 axons as soon as the axons arrived at the me-
dulla neuropil in the early pupal stage (Figure S7). However,
only at the second stage of medulla development (50%–70%
after puparium formation) did Dm8 dendrites gradually spread
within the M6 layer until they reached their adult size (Figure S7).
Because R7s express Activin (Figure 7A; Ting et al., 2007) and
the R7 growth cones contact Dm8 dendrites throughout devel-
opment, we set out to examine whether Activin signaling regu-
lates Dm8 dendritic patterning. We found that babo mutant
Dm8 dendrites seemed to encompass a larger space than the
wild-type ones (Figures 6D and 6D0). To quantify the dendritic
field, we counted the number of dendritic field units ([dfu] defined
as a rhombus area with four neighboring photoreceptor termi-
nals as vertexes; Figure 6C) occupied by the dendrites of single
Dm8 neurons. We found that babomutant Dm8 dendrites occu-
pied significantly more dfu (20.1 ± 2.0; n = 28) than the wild-type
ones (16.8 ± 1.2; n = 37; Figure 6G). Similarly, dSmad2 mutant
Dm8 had an expanded dendritic field (20 ± 1.6; n = 24; Figures
6E, 6E0, and 6G). Conversely, the ectopic expression of a domi-
nant active form of Baboon (BaboDA) in Dm8 significantly
reduced the dendritic field sizes (13.8 ± 1.2; n = 17; Figures 6F,
6F0, and 6G) as compared to wild-type (Figures 6C, 6C0, and
6G). However, Dm8 neurons with either gain-of-function or
loss-of-function babo mutations routes dendrites to the M6
layer, as in wild-types. These results indicate that the canonical
Activin/TGF-b signaling pathway negatively regulates dendritic
field size but not layer-specific ramification in Dm8.
Photoreceptor-Derived Activin Restricted the Dendritic
Fields of Tm20 and Dm8 Neurons
The Activin receptor Baboon in Drosophila has four potential
ligands: Activin, Dawdle, Myoglianin, and Maverick (Zheng
et al., 2003; Parker et al., 2006; Awasaki et al., 2011; Gesualdi
and Haerry, 2007). To identify the ligand for Tm20 and Dm8
and determine its source, we examined the mRNA expression
patterns of these four ligands by RT-PCR and in situ hybridiza-
tion. RT-PCR readily detected the expression of Activin and
MaverickmRNA in pupal eye discs andMaverickmRNA in pupal
brains (Figures S8A and S8A0). The Activin in situ signal was
found abundant in R7 and R8 photoreceptors (Figure 7A), but
the signal was much weaker in the developing medulla andFigure 3. Dendritic Attributes Revealed by Registration to the Referen
(A–D00) Tm dendrites project to specific medulla layers shown in (A)–(B00) in stereo
Tm20 (blue) dendrites were registered to the reference columns and are shown in
neurons. Photoreceptor axons (red), labeled with the 24B10 antibody, were used
dots. Scale bars, 4 mm.
(B–B00) The dendrites of Tm neurons show stereotyped layer distributions. The av
bar charts. Error bars represent SDs.
(D–D00) The planar projection directions of Tm dendrites (calculated as vectors from
represent means and SDs, respectively. Tm2 (D) and Tm9 (D0 ) dendrites proje
projected posteriorly.
(E–E00) The dendritic arbors of Tm neurons were largely confined to single medulla
Tm20 (E00) through layers M1–M5 are shown as heat maps. The central white hex
dendrites. The density of the dendritic terminals of each neuron was calculated a
fraction of the total terminal number. The color bar displays the color range of the
posterior; A, anterior.lobula cortex (Figures S8C and S8C0). In contrast, the Maverick
in situ signal was stronger in the developing lobula cortex than
in the medulla cortex (Figures S8E and S8E0).
Insofar as the expression patterns pointed to photoreceptor-
derived Activin as the most likely source of the Baboon ligand
for Dm8 and Tm20 neurons, we first examined whether Activin
was required for the Dm8dendritic patterning.We used eye-spe-
cific GMR-Gal4 to drive the expression of Activin RNAi and
examined the dendritic morphologies of otherwise wild-type
Dm8 neurons using a LexA-based flip-out system (see Experi-
mental Procedures). Knocking down Activin in the developing
photoreceptors caused the Dm8 dendritic field to expand
(18.8 ± 1.2 dfu; n = 26; Figures 7B and 7F), as with babo mutant
Dm8 neurons. To differentiate between R7 and R8 as the source
of Activin for Dm8, we genetically ablated R7 photoreceptors us-
ing the sevenlessmutation. In the absence of R7s, Dm8 neurons
showed expanded dendritic fields (20 ± 1.8 dfu; n = 18; Figures
7D and 7F), suggesting that R7 is required for their restriction.
Furthermore, the ectopic expression of a dominant active form
of Baboon (BaboDA) in Dm8 in the sevenless background
reduced the size of their dendritic fields (14 ± 1.9 dfu; n = 13; Fig-
ures 7E and 7F), suggesting that Baboon is downstream of R7-
derived Activin. As in the babomutants, in the absence of Activin
or R7s, Dm8 dendrites still ramified in the M6 layer, indicating
that neither is required for the layer-specific routing of Dm8
dendrites (data not shown). Conversely, overexpressing Activin
in the developing photoreceptors with glass multiple reporter
(GMR)-Gal4 further reduced the size of the Dm8 dendritic fields,
compared with wild-type (14.3 ± 1.3 dfu; n = 17; Figures 7C and
7F). Together, these results indicated that R7-derived Activin
plays an instructive role in restricting the Dm8 dendritic field.
We next examined whether photoreceptor-derived Activin
regulates Tm20 dendritic patterning. RNAi-mediated knock-
down of Activin in photoreceptors caused abnormal dendritic
patterning in about 20% of the Tm20 neurons: that is, Tm20
dendrites failed to remain in their cognate column and, instead,
extended into neighboring columns (19.8%, n = 81; Figures
7G–7G00). The incomplete penetrance of phenotypes suggests
that photoreceptor-derived Activin is partially required for proper
dendrite patterning of Tm20. In contrast to the requirement for
R7s to correctly pattern the Dm8 dendrites, ablating R7s had
no effect on the Tm20 neurons’ dendrite patterning (data not
shown), suggesting that R8s might be the source of the requisitece Columns
typed planar orientations shown in (C)–(D00). Tm2 (magenta), Tm9 (green), and
dorsal-ventral (A) and proximal-distal views (C). Arrows marks the axons of Tm
for landmarks, and the R7 axons at the M5/M6 boundary are labeled with white
eraged fractions of dendritic terminals in different medulla layers are plotted as
parental nodes to terminal nodes) are shown as polar plots. Red and blue lines
cted anteriorly to innervate their cognate columns, and Tm20 (D00) dendrites
columns. The distributions of the dendritic terminals of Tm2 (E), Tm9 (E0), and
agons mark the cognate columns, i.e., the primary columns innervated by Tm
t the resolution of 1 mm3 1 mm for each layer and is displayed as the averaged
averaged fractions. Orientations are as indicated: D, dorsal; Eq, equatorial; P,
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Figure 4. The Canonical Activin/TGF-b Signaling Pathway Regulates Tm20 Dendritic Patterning
(A–E0) The type I Activin/TGF-b receptor Baboon and its downstream transcription factor dSmad2 are cell-autonomously required in Tm20 for normal dendritic
patterning. mutant Tm20 neurons—single wild-type (WT) in (A) and (A0), babo in (B) and (B0), and dsmad2 in (C) and (C0)—were generated by the MARCMmethod.
Their dendrites, labeled with the mCD8GFP marker (green), were examined for morphological defects. Photoreceptors axons, visualized by the 24B10 antibody
(red), were used as landmarks. In (A0), (B0), and (C0), traced dendrites (green) and the photoreceptor axons in the cognate column (red) and neighboring columns
(cyan) are shown. (A) and (A0) show wild-type Tm20 dendrites (arrow) clustered around a single R8 photoreceptor axon (red).
(legend continued on next page)
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Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and LayersActivin for Tm20. Because ablating R8would severely disrupt the
development of eye discs and optic lobes (Jarman et al., 1994;
Kunes and Steller, 1991), we tested the involvement of R8s
by overexpressing the transmembrane receptor Golden Goal
in developing photoreceptors. The overexpression of Golden
Goal stalled the extension of the R8 axons in the M1 layer,
thus preventing them from reaching the M3 layer (Tomasi
et al., 2008). In the absence of R8 terminals in the M3 layer, the
Tm20 dendrites exhibited dendritic patterning defects (36%,
n = 50) similar to those caused by Activin RNAi (Figures 7H–
7H00). Kaplan-Meier estimates further revealed that their dendrite
terminating frequency is reduced (0.539 ± 0.011 events per
micrometer) as compared with wild-type (0.594 events per
micrometer) but more modestly than the babo mutants (0.430
events per micrometer). Ablating the R7s did not modify this
dendritic phenotype (data not shown), suggesting that R7 is
not redundant with R8 for proper Tm20 dendrite patterning.
The combination of stalling R8 axons and expressing Activin
RNAi in photoreceptors also did not significantly enhance this
dendritic phenotype (32.6%, n = 49; data not shown). Finally,
R8-specific Acitivn knockdown caused similar but somewhat
weaker dendritic patterning defects in Tm20 (20.8%, n = 53;
Figures 7I–7I00). Taken together, these results suggest that
R8-derived Activin is partially required for proper Tm20 dendrite
patterning.
DISCUSSION
Drosophila Medulla Neurons Serve as a Model for
Studying Dendrite Development and Synaptic
Specificity in the CNS
Studies of the past decade have revealed the molecular mecha-
nisms by which photoreceptor and lamina axons target to spe-
cific medulla layers, as well as those mechanisms restricting
their axonal terminals to their retinotopic columns (reviewed in
Melnattur and Lee, 2011). However, obtaining comparable infor-
mation on their synaptic partners, the dendrites of the medulla
neurons, has been stymied by the morphological complexity of
the dendrites and the lack of genetic and analytical tools. Here,
we reported techniques for visualizing and analyzing the den-
dritic structures of the medulla neurons. The dual-imaging tech-
nique reported here requires only regular confocal microscopes
to generate 3D images of dendrites, and the registration method
exploits the regular array structure of the medulla to permit the(B–C0) Tm20 neurons lacking Baboon in (B) and (B0) or dSmad2 in (C) and (C0 ) a
(double arrows). In addition, their dendritic branches in the M8 layer (arrowhead)
(D–E0) The dendritic phenotypes of babo mutant Tm20 neurons were fully rescue
neurons, generated by the hs-flp/MARCM system, were labeled by rCD2RFP (re
expression system (see Experimental Procedures for details). Expressing the Bab
babomutant dendritic phenotypes, as shown in (D) and (D0), indicated by double
(F and G) The semi-log plots show the Kaplan-Meier estimates (S) of dendrite b
dSmad2 (green) mutant Tm20 neurons. As compared with the wild-type, the dend
slopes, indicating a lower dendritic terminating frequency.
(H and I) Bar charts show layer distributions of the dendritic terminals of babo (H) a
(Figure 3B00), except in the M3a layer (asterisk). Error bars represent SDs.
(J and K) Polar plots show the planar orientations of dendritic projections from ba
wild-type (Figure 3D00). Red and blue lines represent means and SDs, respective
Scale bars, 7 mm (A–B0), 5 mm (C, C0, D0, and E0), and 30 mm (D and E).standardization of dendritic patterns for analyses. In addition,
recent studies have begun to unravel the transcription programs
that govern the development of diverse medulla cell types (Li
et al., 2013), and serial electron microscopy reconstruction
studies have illustrated their complex synaptic circuits (Take-
mura et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2008). These advances are paving
the way to studies on dendrite patterning in 3D space and the
establishment of synaptic partnerships between axons and
dendrites in the Drosophila medulla.
Type-Specific Dendritic Attributes of Tm Neurons Are
Directly Related to the Medulla Layer and Column
Structure
Our morphometric analyses of Tm neurons revealed dendritic
properties distinct from those of the da sensory neurons in
the peripheral nervous system. Different classes of da neu-
rons have distinguishable morphometric parameters, such as
branching geometry, and their distinguishing dendritic morpho-
logical features are correlated with specific branching orders
(Jan and Jan, 2010). In contrast, the three Tm neuron types
have similar dendritic branching and terminating frequencies
and share similar dendritic geometrical properties. As such,
the standard morphometrics are ineffective in differentiating
Tm types. Instead, the type-specific dendritic attributes of Tm
neurons, revealed by registration, are directly related to the layer
and column structure of the medulla. These distinctions likely
reflect the different functions that the dendrites of da and Tm
neurons serve: da dendrites are free-ending sensory branches
that tile the two-dimensional body wall, whereas Tm dendrites
receive synaptic inputs from retinotopically directed afferents
organized in layers and columns.
Our examination of the dendritic attributes of Tm neurons pro-
vides insights into how dendritic morphology is achieved in these
neurons. The axons of Tm9 and Tm2 were localized to the pos-
terior side of their cognate columns, and their dendrites
extended anteriorly to innervate their cognate columns, while
Tm20 axons were at the anterior side of the column and their
dendrites projected posteriorly. These type-specific axonal lo-
calizations are probably a consequence of their ontogeny: Tm9
and Tm2 axons are fasciculated (Ting and C.-H.L., unpublished
data), and these neurons are presumably derived from one cell
lineage (or closely related ones) (Li et al., 2013). Layer-specific
termination of dendrites, the most prominent type-specific attri-
bute of medulla neurons, matches the layer-specific terminationrborized dendrites in their cognate columns (arrow) and neighboring columns
were longer, compared to those of the wild-type shown in (A) and (A0).
d by expressing the Baboon-A isoform. Babo mutant Tm20 and other medulla
d) and mCD8GFP (green), respectively, using a concatenated Gal4/LexA dual
oon-A isoform in the babomutant Tm20, as shown in (E) and (E0), rescued the
arrows. (D0) and (E0) show high-magnification views of (D) and (E), respectively.
ranching (F) and dendrite termination (G) in wild-type (blue), babo (black), and
ritic termination KME curves of babo and dSmad2mutant Tm20s had shallower
nd dSmad2 (I) mutant Tm20s, which were similar to the wild-type arborizations
bo (J) and dSmad2 (K) mutant Tm20 neurons, which were similar to that of the
ly.
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Figure 5. Tm20 Neurons Devoid of Activin Signaling Exhibit Expanded Dendritic Fields and Form Aberrant Synapses with Multiple
Photoreceptors in the Neighboring Columns
(A–B0) Proximal-distal views of the dendrites of wild-type (WT) and babo mutant Tm20 neurons. Single wild-type (A and A0 ) and babo mutant (B and B0) Tm20
neurons were generated and labeled with the mCD8GFP marker (green) using the MARCM technique. The dendrites were traced in (A) and (B) and registered to
the reference columns in (A0) and (B0). Photoreceptor axons, labeled with the 24B10 antibody, were used as landmarks. Babo mutant Tm20 neurons extended
dendrites to innervate multiple neighboring columns. Scale bars, 5 mm. D, dorsal; P, posterior; raw, unregistered dendritic tree; reg., registered dendritic tree.
(legend continued on next page)
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vious developmental studies have shown that columns and
layers form as the different types of afferents sequentially inner-
vate the medulla during development (Ting et al., 2005; Timofeev
et al., 2012; Pecot et al., 2013). The observation that type-spe-
cific dendritic attributes are directly related to medulla layers
and columns thus led to the hypothesis that different types of
medulla neurons respond differentially to various afferent-
derived cues to pattern dendrites.
Activin Signaling Restricts the Dendritic Fields of
Columnar and Amacrine Neurons
In this study, we uncovered that Activin signaling regulates
the dendritic field size of the columnar neuron Tm20 and the
wide-field amacrine neuron Dm8. TGF-b family morphogens
have been shown to regulate a broad range of neurodevelop-
mental processes, including proliferation and cell-fate determi-
nation during early stage of development (O’Connor et al.,
2006), as well as the promotion of axonal development through
a noncanonical pathway involving Lim kinase (Ng, 2008). In this
study, we found that Activin signals through the canonical
pathway to regulate dendritic patterning in Tm20 and Dm8 neu-
rons: the transcription factor dSmad2 was functionally required
for Activin-dependent dendritic patterning, and the lack of Acti-
vin signaling caused a global dendritic phenotype.
The specificity of Activin signaling in regulating dendritic
patterning is underscored by the distinct dendritic patterning
defects, as well as the absence of cell-fate transformation and
axonal targeting defects, observed in mutant neurons. Activin-
signaling-deficient Tm20 neurons still expressed the appropriate
transcription factors and markers and projected their axons to
the correct target layer in the lobula; mutant Dm8 elaborated
their dendrites in the appropriate medulla layer M6. Instead,
lack of Activin signaling reduced dendritic terminating frequency
and expanded dendritic fields, while the planar projection orien-
tations and layer-specific terminations were largely unaffected.
We speculate that Activin signaling leads to the transcription
regulation of an as-yet-unidentified factor (or factors) that facili-
tate the termination of dendritic arbors.(C and D) Heat maps show the distributions of the dendritic terminals of wild-type
bar displays the color range of the averaged fractions. As compared to wild-type
neighboring columns in the M2 and M3a layers.
(E–F0) Membrane contacts between Tm20 dendrites and photoreceptor axons we
and (E0) or babo mutant in (F) and (F0)—were generated by the MARCM method a
mCherry marker (red). Photoreceptor terminals were labeled with the other split
(blue). The reconstituted GFP was detected by its native fluorescence (green) at th
multiple strong GFP signals (arrows) were detected in the cognate photoreceptor
mutant in (F) and (F0 ), additional strong GFP signals were found in the neighboring
(G–H00) Contacts between R8 presynaptic sites and Tm20 dendrites were assessed
by the active zone marker Brp::mCherry (pseudocolored in green), and photorece
single wild-type in (G)–(G00) and babomutant in (H)–(H00)—generated by MARCM w
traced (red). In (G00) and (H00), presumptive synaptic contacts (yellow) between R8
wild-type Tm20 dendrites form contacts exclusively with the presynaptic sites of
of both cognate and neighboring R8s. Insets show high-resolution views of the pr
views; (E0), (F0), (G0), and (H00) show dorsal-ventral views. Scale bars, 10 mm for (E
(I and J) Summary of the dendritic contacts with axons from the cognate (labeled
The GRASP results in (E) through (F0) are displayed in black numbers (number o
sumptive synaptic contacts in (G)–(H00) are displayed in red (number of Tm20-con
Tm20s examined).Several lines of evidence suggest that Activin for Tm20 and
Dm8 is, at least in part, provided by their respective presynaptic
partners, R8 and R7. R7 and R8, but not R1-R6, expressed
Activin during pupal stages, and RNAi-mediated knockdown
of Activin in photoreceptors resulted in expanded dendritic
fields in the Dm8 and Tm20 neurons. The cell-specific require-
ment for Activin is underscored by the observations that the
genetic ablation of R7s phenocopied babo in Dm8 but not in
Tm20 neurons and that stalling R8 axons in the superficial M1
layer (thereby preventing the delivery of R8-derived Activin to
the M3 layer) and Activin knockdown in R8s disrupt the normal
dendritic patterning of Tm20. We note that either Activin-RNAi
or R8 stalling caused milder Tm20 dendritic phenotypes
than did removing Baboon but that their combination did not
significantly enhance Tm20 dendritic phenotypes. Thus, there
is likely a secondary and partially redundant Activin source—
for example, other medulla neurons—for Tm20. Nonetheless,
the specific requirement of afferents indicates that R8-derived
Activin cannot substitute for that from R7s, and vice versa,
even though these terminals reside only a few micrometers
apart. We therefore suggest that R7- and R8-derived Activin
functions, in a short-range or layer-restricted fashion, to regu-
late the dendritic patterning of Dm8 and Tm20, respectively
(Figure 8).
Photoreceptor-derivedmorphogens, such as hedgehog, EGF,
and Jelly Belly, have been shown to act, in an anterograde
fashion early in development, to regulate the proliferation and
differentiation of their target area (Huang et al., 1998; Huang
and Kunes, 1996; Bazigou et al., 2007). Our current finding,
that photoreceptor-derived Activin regulates the dendrite devel-
opment of their synaptic targets, further suggests anterograde
signaling as an effective mechanism for coordinating afferent-
target development, even late in development. The wide-field
neuron Dm8, which mediates innate UV preference, pools
approximately 16 R7 inputs and relays the information to a few
Tm5c neurons in the center of their dendritic field (Gao et al.,
2008; T.Y.L. and C.-H.L., unpublished data), while the Tm20
neurons form synapses in one-to-one correspondence with
R8s and process retinotopic information. Conceivably, the(C) and babomutant (D) Tm20 neurons in layers M1–M3b (as shown). The color
(C), the dendritic terminals of babomutant Tm20 neurons (D) extended into the
re assessed using the GRASP method. Tm20 neurons—single wild-type in (E)
nd marked with one split-GFP component (CD4::spGFP1-10) and the mCD8-
-GFP component (CD4::spGFP11) and counterstained by the 24B10 antibody
e apparent contacts between Tm20 dendrites and photoreceptor axons. While
axons (dotted circles) for Tm20 neurons, both wild-type in (E) and (E0 ) and babo
photoreceptor axons for the mutant Tm20 (double arrow), shown in (F) and (F0).
by confocal microscopy and colocalization. R8 presynaptic sites were labeled
ptor axons were counterstained by the 24B10 antibody (blue). Tm20 neurons—
ere labeled with the mCD8::GFP membrane marker, and their dendrites were
presynaptic sites and Tm20 dendrites were identified by colocalization. While
the cognate R8s, babomutant Tm20 dendrites contacted the presynaptic sites
esumptive synaptic contacts (arrows). (E), (F), (G), and (H) show proximal-distal
–H00) and 2 mm (G00 and H00, insets).
as C) and eight neighboring photoreceptors shown in the proximal-distal view.
f Tm20-contacted photoreceptors/number of Tm20s examined), and the pre-
tacted R8 presynaptic sites [number of Tm20-contacted R8 axons]/number of
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Figure 6. Baboon Activity Controls the Dendritic Field Sizes of Dm8 Amacrine Neurons
(A–B) Neighboring Dm8 neurons show extensive overlapping dendritic fields. Single Dm8 neurons were separately labeled by mCD8-GFP (green) or rCD2-
mCherry (red), using the double stochastic labeling method. Dm8 neurons extended large dendritic processes in theM6 layer, which extensively overlapped with
dendrites from neighboring Dm8 neurons. In addition, each Dm8 neurons extended small centrifugal processes to the M4 layer (arrows). Photoreceptor axons,
labeled by the 24B10 antibody (blue), were used as landmarks. (A) Proximal-distal views. (A0) Dorsal-ventral views. (B) shows a schematic illustration of (A).
Unlabeled Dm8 neurons are in gray. Scale bar, 5 mm (A and A0).
(C–E) Mutant Dm8 clones—single wild-type (WT) in (C) and (C0 ), babo in (D) and (D0), and dSmad2 null in (E) and (E0 )—were generated and labeled with the
mCD8GFP marker (green) using the MARCM technique. Photoreceptor axons were visualized by the 24B10 antibody staining (red). In (D) and (E), as compared
withwild-type, babo and dSmad2 null mutant Dm8 neurons elaborated larger dendritic fields, coveringmore dendritic units. A dfu was defined as a rhombus area,
indicated by dotted lines in (C), with four neighboring photoreceptor terminals as vertexes.
(F and F0 ) Dm8 neuron ectopically expressing a dominant-active form of Baboon had a smaller dendritic field as compared with wild-type ones.
(G) Box plot showing the dendritic field sizes of wild-type, babo null, dSmad2 null, and babo gain-of-functionmutant Dm8 neurons. The edges of the boxes are the
first and third quartiles, and red lines marked the medians. Outliners are displayed as red crosses. *p < 0.05; Student’s t test.
(C0), (D0), (E0), and (F0) show dorsal-ventral views of (C), (D), (E), and (F), respectively. Scale bar, 5 mm (C–F0).
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Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and Layersformation of appropriate dendritic field sizes and the correct
synaptic partnership is critical for the functions of Tm20 and
Dm8 neurons. We reason that the dendritic tiling mediated by
mutual repulsion, an important regulatory feature of the da
neurons, alone is not suitable for restricting Tm20s’ and Dm8s’
dendritic fields because Tm20’s dendrites arborized in 3D
space and Dm8’s dendrites overlap extensively with that of their
neighbors. The use of afferent-derived Activin to regulate den-
dritic patterning provides an adaptable and self-compensating
mechanism for afferents to control the dendritic field sizes of
their synaptic targets.842 Neuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Genetics
Fly stocks were maintained on standard fruit fly medium at 25C. Transgenic
flies were generated using a standard P-element or PhiC31-mediated transfor-
mation protocol by Rainbow Transgenic Flies, Inc. The fly stocks are listed in
the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.Molecular Biology
Transgenic constructs were generated by standard subcloning, PCR,
and in-fusion cloning. For details, see the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
(legend on next page)
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Figure 8. Schematic Model Illustrating the Restriction of Target
Neurons’ Dendritic Fields by Photoreceptor-Derived Activin
Activin derived from R8 photoreceptors promotes the dendritic termination of
Tm20 neurons and restricts them to their cognate columns. There is likely a
secondary and partially redundant Activin source for Tm20 (question mark).
R7-derived Activin plays dual roles: anterograde signaling restricts the den-
dritic field of R7-target Dm8 neuron, and autocrine signaling restricts R7
growth cones to their retinotopically correct columns.
Neuron
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GRASP for detecting membrane contacts between R8 and Tm20 was per-
formed as described previously (Gordon and Scott, 2009). The native fluores-
cence signal of reconstituted GFP was used.
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry was performed as described previously (Ting et al.,
2007). Confocal images were acquired using an inverted Zeiss LSM510
Meta or an upright Zeiss LSM780 microscope. Detailed procedures are given
in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.Figure 7. R7- and R8-Derived Activin Instructively Patterns the Dendri
(A) Expression pattern of Activin in the late pupal eye disc. Activin mRNA (green)
Right: frontal view. R7 photoreceptors were visualized by labeling with the anti-Pro
membrane-associated RFP (GMR-myrRFP, red), was used to identify R8. Scale
(B–E) Proximal-distal views.
(B) RNAi-mediated knockdown of Activin in photoreceptors caused an expansion
flies carrying a GMR-Gal4-driven Activin RNAi construct. Photoreceptor axons w
(C) Overexpressing Activin in photoreceptors reduced Dm8 dendritic field size. Th
assessed in adult flies carrying a GMR-Gal4-driven Activin construct. D, dorsal;
(D) Genetic ablation of R7s using the sevenlessmutation (sev) increased the Dm8 d
(green).
(E) A Dm8 neuron expressing a dominant active form of Baboon (baboDA) in the se
(F) Box plot showing the dendritic field sizes of Dm8 neurons in wild-type and vario
and red lines marked the medians. Outliners are displayed as red crosses. *p < 0
(G–I00) In (G)–(I), left panels show the original confocal image, and right panels sho
axons in the cognate column (red) and neighboring column (cyan). (G0), (H0), and (
show schematic illustrations of (G), (H), and (I), respectively. In (G)–(G00), RNAi-med
defects in the Tm20 neurons. The Tm20 dendrites, labeled with the mCD8GFP m
RNAi construct. Tm20 neuron extended dendrites into the dorsal column (double
R8 axons in the M1 layer caused dendritic patterning defects in the Tm20 neuro
carrying the GMR-Gal4 transgene driving the expression of Golden Goal (gogo
extended dendrites to its cognate column (red star) and the dorsal-posterior colu
the R8 photoreceptors caused dendritic patterning defects in the Tm20 neurons. T
in adult flies carrying a senseless-Gal4-driven Activin RNAi construct. Tm20 neuro
in addition to its cognate column (red star).
Scale bars, 5 mm (B–E and G–I0).
844 Neuron 81, 830–846, February 19, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.Dual-View Imaging
The dual-view imaging method combines two dual-channel 3D image stacks
collected from two nearly orthogonal directions to reduce Z distortion in single
3D images. Both image stacks were deconvolved using the Huygens Profes-
sional package (Scientific Volume Imaging) running on a 64-core Fujitsu RX900
S1 with 1 TB memory. The two deconvolved image stacks were registered
and then combined using a custom-made plug-in built into the open-source
MIPAV programming environment (http://mipav.cit.nih.gov/). For details, see
the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Tracing Dendrites
The recombined 3D images were rendered in 3D stereo using Imaris software
(Bitplane) and a graph workstation equipped with a NVIDIA Quadro 3D vision
system. Dendrites were traced using the semiautomatic method of the Imaris
Filament Tracer module with manual track editing. The filament files were con-
verted from the default inventor file format to the standard SWC file format by
customprogramcoded in Java. Standardmorphometric analyseswere carried
out using L-measure (Scorcioni et al., 2008). Segment analyses were carried
out using custom programs coded in Matlab with the Trees toolbox (Cuntz
et al., 2010). For details, see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Registration of Dendritic Trees to the Reference Columns
Landmark-based registration methods, implemented in MIPAV (Medical
Image Processing, Analysis, and Visualization), were used to register the com-
bined 3D images and skeletonized dendritic trees to the reference columns.
Using a set of 27 landmarks from the surrounding photoreceptor axons, we
mapped the combined 3D images on to the reference column space. Custom
Matlab scripts were used to analyze the registered dendritic trees for planar
projection and layer-specific arborization. An appropriate mirror symmetry
operation was applied to the registered dendritic trees for the data collected
from the ventral half of the right optic lobe and the dorsal half of the left optic
lobe. For details, see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Statistical Analysis
We applied the KME for incomplete observations to estimate the probability
(S, Figures 1G, 1H, 4F, and 4G) that a dendritic segment of a given length
will either branch or terminate (Kaplan andMeier, 1958). The Poisson probabil-
ities for branching or terminating were calculated from pooled data for eachtes of Dm8 and Tm20, Respectively
was detected in R7 and R8 cell bodies by in situ hybridization. Left: side view.
spero antibody (gray). Cell membrane, visualized by a GMR promoter driving a
bars, 7 mm in right panel, and 5 mm in left panel.
of the Dm8 dendritic field. The Dm8 dendrites (green) were assessed in adult
ere visualized by the 24B10 antibody (red).
e dendritic processes of Dm8, labeled by the mCD8GFP marker (green), were
A, anterior.
endritic field. The dendrites of single Dm8 neurons were labeled bymCD8-GFP
venless background had a reduced dendritic field despite the absence of R7s.
usmutant backgrounds. The edges of the boxes are the first and third quartiles,
.05; Student’s t test.
w the traced dendritic tree of the Tm20 neuron (green) and the photoreceptor
I0) show proximal-distal views of (G), (H), and (I), respectively. (G00), (H00), and (I00)
iated knockdown of Activin in the photoreceptors caused dendritic patterning
arker (green) were assessed in adult flies carrying a GMR-Gal4-driven Activin
arrow, blue star) in addition to its cognate column (red star). In (H)–(H00), stalling
ns. The dendrites of single Tm20 neurons (green) were assessed in adult flies
), which prevented R8 axons from entering the M3 layer. The Tm20 neuron
mn (double arrow, blue star). In (I)–(I00), RNAi-mediated knockdown of Activin in
he Tm20 dendrites, labeled with the mCD8GFPmarker (green), were assessed
n extended dendrites into the dorsal-posterior column (double arrow, blue star)
Neuron
Dendritic Attributes Relate to Columns and Layersneuron type by linear regression using segments of 0.5–4 mm in length (Figures
1G, 1H, 4F, and 4G). All statistical methods were implemented using Matlab
script with the Trees toolbox (Cuntz et al., 2010). For details, see the Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
eight figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2013.12.012.
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